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Worcestershire Regulatory Services                                                                                                                                      

Wyre Forest House,                                                                                                                                                                                                          

Finepoint Way,                                                                                                                                                 

Kidderminster,                                                                                                                                                                               

DY11 7WF 

Date:27/05/2021 

Re: 1B Abbotsbury Court, St.Peter’s Drive, Worcester 

Applicant: Ale Hub 

Dear Sir/ Madam, 

I am greatly concerned that the above proposal, if it goes ahead, will have a significant negative 

impact on the local community and the businesses already established within the vicinity, therefore I 

wish to submit my strong objection to the above application. 

My Business: I am a local businessman and have secured the unit adjacent to the above unit. My 

business is a Veterinary Practice and as I am sure you can appreciate that this line of work can, at 

times, experience extremely sensitive situations. I worry that my clients will not have the privacy or 

space to grieve if needed once they exit our premises and could be faced with frivolity during a time 

of sadness, worry or emotional stress.  

Employees: I am concerned for my staff that will be in sole charge of the Practice, I feel they could 

suffer some unease due to the nature of the business wishing to adjoin ours. We must consider that 

there will be controlled drugs on our premises.  

Noise: I cannot think of anything worse than rowdiness and alcohol being present after possibly 

experiencing a deeply traumatic time with a much-loved pet. 

Promoting alcohol consumption: The application should be objected on the grounds that the Local 

Authority promotes a healthy lifestyle, daily alcohol consumption does not fit into this. 

Parking: This is already a problem in this area due to the many existing businesses, alcohol 

consumption could lead to vehicles being left at the premises for long periods and idly using up 

much needed spaces. 

Antisocial Behaviour: St.Peter’s is a very respectful area, with many successful businesses.  I feel 

that the above proposal could increase the risk of antisocial behaviour. The Local Authority has 

indeed done a wonderful job in decreasing antisocial behaviour in the local community. Youths and 

unwanted behaviour were prevalent in the past, if the above proposal were to go ahead it could lead 

to a disastrous decline in this gain. 

I do not feel that the above proposal is suitable for the local community, therefore please submit if 

you are able, to planning, licencing and landlord.  

I hope that the matters I have raised will cause you to strongly consider refusing the application. 

I look forward to hearing from you. 

Yours Faithfully 

Ian R Clarke MRCVS 
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From: ………………………………………………….  

Sent: 05 June 2021 20:47 

To: 'enquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk' <enquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk> 

Subject: Licensing Application 21/01784/PREMLI Abbotsbury Court, St Peter's 

 

Dear Sir or Madam, 

Further to the above Licensing Application, I have set out some comments and concerns on behalf of 

St Peter’s Village Hall Association. 

Regarding the immediate area; there exists a history of antisocial behaviour which had tended to 

centre around the Multi Use Games Area and youth shelter. Both facilities were within yards of the 

site in question. The vast majority, (70%), of those responsible for abusive an intimidating behaviour 

were not resident in St Peter’s, but from other areas as far as Kempsey, Dines Green and Warndon. 

Litter, alcohol packaging and drug related paraphernalia littered the area and required constant 

attention. This culminated in the youth shelter and the canopy roofs, (over the side-line seating), 

being removed to make the area less attractive. 

In recent weeks a request was made by the Police to close the Multi Use Games Area due to the 

problems being experience by the Vaccination Team working within the adjacent Baptist Church. 

These problems centred around abusive behaviour, foul and threatening language and damage 

caused to vehicles parked adjacent to the vaccination centre in the Church car park.  

Our concerns relate to the prospect of any new or greater attraction encouraging visiting groups that 

could potentially create or compound an existing and recurring issue. We would therefore consider 

the site to be inappropriate for a Licensed Premises. 

In addition, the Abbotsbury Court car park is relatively small and designed to service “pop in” visits 

to take away food businesses, Veterinary Practise and Dentist. It has a tight and awkward entry, 

raising issues of pedestrian and vehicular safety. Any long term, parking, by groups or individuals, 

could limit spaces available and negate its purpose as a short-term collection point car park. Late 

night use of this car park has the potential to create an additional noise nuisance/disturbance for 

nearby dwellings. 

If the application is to be granted, then we would ask for the following to be applied as conditions of 

the License:- 

• No external drinking to be allowed under any circumstances. 

• Door staff be provided and be on duty whilst the establishment is trading. 

• No External seating to be provided, either to the back or front of the building. 

• No music, background or otherwise, due to the proximity of domestic dwellings. 

• A noise limiter warning device to be installed. 

• Nightly litter picks to be conducted and the area kept clean 

• Any cooling/machine noise to be supressed to a level that will not disturb nearby dwellings. 
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• A smoke free zone, external to the premise’s frontage, to avoid any hindrance of passage or 

determent to passers-by. 

We thank the Committee for taking the time to read and note our concerns. 

Kind regards, 

Roger Knight 

Chairman St Peter’s Village Hall Association. 

 

From: …………………………………………………………………………  

Sent: 06 June 2021 11:20 

To: 'enquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk' <enquiries@worcsregservices.gov.uk> 

Subject: Licensing Application 21/01784/PREMLI Abbotsbury Court, St Peter's 

 

________________________________________ 

This email originated from outside of the organisation 

STOP : Were you expecting this email? Does it look genuine? 

THINK : Before you CLICK on any links or OPEN any attachments. 

________________________________________ 

Further to my previous comments, I include below my comments on the Planning Application:- 

 

Whilst the creation of a mini pub, in itself, is an attractive idea, the location is not appropriate. It 

would be situated at the centre of a residential area, adjacent to domestic dwellings and the 

Community Village Hall, which is home to a Pre-School, youngsters Dance School and many other 

community activities. This objection is based on the potential for noise and possibly behaviour 

inappropriate, with regard to the activities within the Village Hall. and local residents. This is 

generally a relatively quiet area and the lightly disturbance would be inappropriate as neighbouring 

domestic properties are very close by. This immediate area has been and is, an area of concern with 

regard to the behaviour of youth groups. A venue such as described on the application, could attract 

additional numbers and cause the behavioural problems to escalate. 

Regards, 

Roger Knight 

Chairman St Peter’s Village Hall Association 


